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We heard all the criticism regarding President Obama's Supreme Court nominee Elena Kagan. Not to

be political, but we agree that experience is important, as we urge all Americans to look below the

surface. Do we really need another Harvard educated, NY lawyer on the highest court in the land (no

offense to graduates of Harvard, NY or banks that make land loans)? More importantly, what

experience does she really have ruling over important matters? This is why we believe the right pick

is -Paula Abdul. She is CA born, educated at CA State and has much deeper experience passing

judgment from the bench. She more fair than Kara, more compassionate than Simon and carries more

gravitas than Randy. In short, a solid pick.

Another area where we need to look below the surface is when working with Loss Given Default

(LGD). As a quick reminder, LGD is the loss a bank takes on a loan (after foreclosure and property

disposition that includes all lost principal, interest, fees and costs associated with working out and

selling the loan less any proceeds derived from the sale of the property). If you are using a risk-

adjusted loan pricing model (or credit stress model) like ours, the model will feed users the LGD after

asking for the terms of the loan, guarantee, location and collateral. Users of our models know that

LGD can range from an average of 5% for cash/securities collateral to 70% on some special use

properties. For community banks, the range of expected LGD is usually around 25% to 50% of the

loan's original principal amount.

While good information, it is important to look even deeper to understand what drives collateral

quality. In looking at collateral performance (correlation to loss) since 2004, in order, the largest

drivers outside of cash flow quality have been: 1) geography, 2) year of origination, 3) property type

and 4) starting LTV. While that is admittedly only a short period of analysis, the point is nonetheless

an important one to make and to understand.

Geography plays a huge roll. For example, states that have seen fast appreciation like WA, have LGDs

that are 20% to 30% higher than an average growth state like OR. By zip code, the relationship works

in much the same way, with speculative, high development areas such as AZ (around a 50% LGD),

getting hit harder than infill-metro type regions like DC (10% LGD).

Next, and most often overlooked, is the year of origination. Here banks need to be cognizant of where

they are in the business cycle and adjust pricing to compensate. Amortization, appreciation,

seasoning of leases and other factors, all help contribute lower LGDs for loans originated before the

run up in commercial real estate prices in 1999/2000 and again in 2004 to 2007. For example, for

loans originated in 1999, LGDs for the generic community bank loan has been running around 8%.

Meanwhile, LGDs for loans originated between 2001 to 2004 have been in the 30% range. Loans

originated from 2005 to 2007 have been running close to 55%. So far, loans originated in 2008 have

seen LGDs start to peak at 60%.

Property-type is also important, but that really goes back to the quality of cash flows. Properties with

multiple revenue contracts, such as multifamily, tend to do dramatically better than single contract

industrial properties.
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Finally, LTV, the ratio that we as bankers often spend the most time analyzing, has very little impact

on LGD. The difference between a 60% LTV loan at origination and a 70% LTV loan matters about 33%

less than where the property is located or when the loan was originated.

Unfortunately, this market has given us superb data to calibrate LGD. By studying what impacts LGD,

bankers can become more adept at pricing and managing credit. In the meantime, consider our Court

pick. We admit Paula isn't all there sometimes, but neither are some of the other justices either we

would argue.
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BANK NEWS

M&amp;A

Independent Bank Group, holding company of Independent Bank ($905mm, TX), has entered two

separate deals to purchase First Bank ($96mm, TX) and Town Center Bank ($44mm, TX) for

undisclosed sums. In total, Independent will run 25 branches. Jacksonville Bancorp ($439mm, FL) has

announced it will acquire Atlantic BancGroup ($297mm, FL) for an undisclosed sum. As part of the

deal, 4 private investors including CapGen Capital will inject $30mm in new capital

CU Closed (7YTD)

The NCUA took over St. Paul Croatian CU ($251mm, OH) and Tracy Federal ($25mm, CA). Tracy

Federal assets will be purchased by Valley First CU ($317mm, CA).

TDP

In mid-June the FRB will test the term deposit program, issuing 5 small CDs with maturities less than

85 days.

OD Fee

Beginning in August, US Bank will charge a lowered fee of $10 on overdrafts $20 or less, while

charging $33 on overdrafts above $20.

1Q CREDIT QUALITY DRIVEN PERFORMANCE

Since we had a lot of questions on the impact of ALLL on core performance, we put up some free

dashboards that banks can view their 1Q performance and ranking for pre-provision, pre-tax ROE and

ROA in addition to ALLL-to-non-current loans. No one else has this data, so be sure to check it out by

going here and looking at the bottom right
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